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Social Media Channel Guide

Best practices from Visit California for developing 
social media content during COVID-19 / 
Coronavirus outbreak.
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Content Strategy



CREATE COMPELLING CONSUMER-FOCUSED CONTENT, WHILE DEFTLY INCLUDING & 
DRIVING TO CALIFORNIA’S TOURISM INDUSTRY

CONTENT 
TYPE

FACT-BASED 
REPORTING

HELPFUL IDEAS FOR 
SAFE TRAVEL

KEEP DREAMING 
(including brand aligned 

content)

COMMUNITY 
SUPPORT

(CA spirit brought to life)
INDUSTRY 

AMPLIFICATION

OVERVIEW Essential information, 
resources and travel 
advisories related to 

the coronavirus 
outbreak.

Content that 
anticipates travelers’ 

desires for flexible 
itineraries (including 

road trips) plus 
attractions & 

experiences that allow 
visitors to ease back 
into the travel space. 

#RespectCalifornia will 
be a key element as 

well.

Content that educates 
and keeps California 
top of mind for local, 
national, and global 
audience. No strong 
call to action at this 

time. 

Showcase businesses 
and individuals whose 

actions and work 
during the crisis has 

embodied the 
Californian spirit. 

Content series and 
initiatives that 

industry can 
participate in (eg. 

Takeout Tuesday), and 
expand initiatives 

DMOs are leading to 
become statewide 
(eg. LA Through My 

Window)

CONTENT STRATEGY
BRAND AND CONTENT



ACTIVATE PASSIONATE TRAVELERS: 
Use authentic stories and UGC from real travelers  and professional creators exploring regions to keep California top of mind (inspiration) and give others 

the tools they need to make their trips happen (intent). Telling real stories from real travelers and embracing that their real life experiences are much 
more inspiring than anything we could dream up on a Zoom call. Great ideas, vivid images, transformational videos, and remarkable stories can come 

from anywhere. We don’t have to invent them, we just have to uncover them.

CONTENT 
TYPE

FACT-BASED 
REPORTING SAFE TRAVEL

KEEP DREAMING 
(including brand aligned 

content)

COMMUNITY 
SUPPORT

(CA spirit brought to life)
INDUSTRY 

AMPLIFICATION

SAMPLE ● What you need 
to know series

● Travel Alerts
● Fire updates

● Respect California 
Tips

● Respect California 
UGC

● Beach travel tips
● Encouraging safe 

travel within 
inspiration posts

● See you soon
● Posts promoting 

hyper local travel 
planning

● Explore the World 
in California series

● “Think you know” 
series

● Photo contests

● Coastal Cleanup
● Black is Beautiful 

Beer
● Supporting small 

businesses

● Dine LA 
Restaurant Week

● Things you didn’t 
know about 
Beverly Hills

● Let’s Go There
● California Wine 

Month

Content & social tactics to achieve objectives

https://twitter.com/VisitCA/status/1292853341354065921
https://twitter.com/VisitCA/status/1292853341354065921
https://www.facebook.com/VisitCalifornia/posts/10157845770926973?
https://www.facebook.com/VisitCalifornia/posts/10158063874496973?
https://www.instagram.com/p/CDbnGpNFuTh/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CDbnGpNFuTh/
https://www.facebook.com/VisitCalifornia/posts/10158067003901973?__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/VisitCalifornia/posts/10158067003901973?__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/VisitCalifornia/posts/10158045098681973?
https://www.instagram.com/p/CD9EjtTDub0/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CD9EjtTDub0/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CD9EjtTDub0/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CD1d97Mjn0u/
https://www.facebook.com/VisitCalifornia/photos/a.214699781972/10158073647406973/?type=3&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/VisitCalifornia/photos/a.214699781972/10158073647406973/?type=3&__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/VisitCalifornia/photos/a.214699781972/10158073647406973/?type=3&__tn__=-R
https://www.instagram.com/p/CEwsKuVllXi/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CEwsKuVllXi/
https://twitter.com/VisitCA/status/1294302952103051267
https://twitter.com/VisitCA/status/1294302952103051267
https://www.instagram.com/p/CEH0r1rDDoc/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CE7NE2QlbmJ/
https://twitter.com/VisitCA/status/1301595161118609408
https://twitter.com/VisitCA/status/1301595161118609408
https://www.facebook.com/VisitCalifornia/posts/10158019045781973?__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/VisitCalifornia/posts/10158019045781973?__tn__=-R
https://twitter.com/VisitCA/status/1301221040882888704
https://twitter.com/VisitCA/status/1301221040882888704
https://www.facebook.com/VisitCalifornia/posts/10158047775031973?__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/VisitCalifornia/posts/10158047775031973?__tn__=-R
https://www.facebook.com/VisitCalifornia/posts/10158047775031973?__tn__=-R
https://www.instagram.com/p/CE43O3OFA3z/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CEmfQirFma-/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CEmfQirFma-/


Best Practice for Creating Content



The Golden Rule: Quality Over Quantity

● If you are time or resource poor, focus on the channel where you know you have had the 
strongest results in the past.

● Consider re-sharing or retweeting content created by others to keep your audience informed. 
● Don’t create content for your sake, create it with your audience’s needs at the core. 
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Post Objectives
Entertainment 

News & Information

Break from the news

Supporting Industry and 
Small Business

Nostalgia and connecting 
to past travelers

Engagement and 
conversation

Before writing, think of the what your post is 
providing to your audience. This will help 
you ensure your message is clear and also 
guide you toward a proper format and 
channel for posting.

For example, all of the objectives on this 
slide can be a fit for Facebook. But 
Instagram might be a better fit for giving 
your audience a break from the news, while 
Twitter would be best for sharing news and 
information. 

Directing clicks elsewhere
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Content Type: Fact-based Reporting, Safe Travel
Post Objectives: News and Information 

Direct copy, cuts to the 
point. 

link to a site with more 
information

Graphic w/ photo overlay 
that draws attention in a 

feed

OR
CAN INCLUDE

message of solidarity
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Content Type: Keep Dreaming, Community Support, Industry Amplification
Post Objectives: Conversation 

Copy asks interesting 
question, or asks for 

stories 

UGC photo
CAN INCLUDE

Invitation to share photos 
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Content Type: Keep Dreaming, Fact-based Reporting, Industry Amplification, 
Community Support
Post Objective: Entertainment

Copy that gives context to 
content

CAN INCLUDE

reminder to stay home and 
stay safe

photo

video

OR
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Content Type: Fact-based Reporting, Safe Travel, Industry Amplification
Post Objective: Directing Web Traffic

short copy link to a website

link click format

FOR FB, FORMAT IN

SHOULD INCLUDE

clear headline and image
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Content Type: Fact-based Reporting, Safe Travel, Industry Amplification
Post Objective: Directing Clicks Elsewhere (Tweet)

short copy

link to a website

SHOULD INCLUDE

clear headline and image

April 7, 2020 



Content Type: Industry Amplification
Post Objective: Supporting Businesses

Copy that encourages 
safely supporting a 

business in area

link to their site

image or video

ORCAN INCLUDE

a profile of a specific 
business
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Content Type: Industry Amplification
Post Objective: Supporting Businesses

Simply re-share their content, 
using the “retweet” or “share” 

functions on Twitter and 
Facebook
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Content Type: Keep Dreaming
Post Objective: Activate Nostalgia

Copy asks interesting 
question, or asks for 

stories 

UGC photoCAN INCLUDE

Invitation to share photos 
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Content Type: Keep Dreaming, Industry Amplification, Community Support
Post Objective: Break from the News

Copy that gives context

photo or videoCAN INCLUDE

“We’ll be here when the 
time is right”
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Facebook Tips

● Pin important news and posts to the top of your feed. 
● Use geo-targeting if your message is relevant only to locals. 
● Make time to monitor and engage with comments and messages.
● Consider posting even if nothing has changed, consumers know things are evolving quickly and 

will trust recent information.
● Share reputable information, but only from trusted sources.
● Utilize Groups and Messenger to engage and communicate with your consumers
● Sometimes a single image is all you need (vs. video, slideshows, multi-photo posts).
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Twitter Tips

● Pin important news to the top of your feed. 
● Retweet reputable information from trusted sources, but be sure that it also relates to your 

brand.
● Make time to monitor and engage with comments and messages.
● Be judicious with your content - Twitter is a news channel, stay relevant and intentional.
● Keep updates short, direct and timely.
● Including photo/video is welcome, but not necessary on this channel.
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Instagram Tips

● Only use Feed to share content you want on the channel longterm
● Use Stories for short-term and traffic driving content
● Make time to monitor and engage with comments and messages
● Consider influencer activations and engagement when the time is right
● Be forgiving with format - Stories don’t have to be vertical, In-Feed doesn’t have to be square
● Curate In-Feed, Be Real in Stories
● Engagement (Likes, Comments), is most likely on Instagram, not action (link clicks, views)
● Create FAQ responses as a post or Story Highlight to address common questions.

April 7, 2020 



Pinterest Tips

● Lean in to the positivity of the channel, be helpful and friendly 
● Text on Image is encouraged! Go crazy with big bold titles and call to action 
● Clear logo/branding 
● Draw from your content archives, and use search to inform new creation
● Checkout trends.pinterest.com to identify popular searches
● Be clear and direct in copy - tell the user what to expect when they click

April 7, 2020 



Community Management



● Tailor the response on a case-by-case basis while maintaining an empathetic tone of voice where you can.
● Urge users to listen and follow the guidance given by official sources of public health information and to 

always exercise healthy travel practices.
● Be careful when encouraging imminent travel if your region is impacted by a crisis or overtourism. Create 

more inspirational or educational posts if needed. Avoid strong calls to action. 
● Advise users to always check official sources for up-to-date information as the situation continues to evolve.
● Share your own local sources/links for a more targeted approach. 

Community Management Best Practices

April 7, 2020 



UGC Best Practice



User-generated content (UGC) can build trust among your audience members by 
showing how others enjoy what California has to offer, therefore providing third 
party validation of an experience. 

Effective UGC, reused with permission, has been shown to generate engagement 
that is almost seven times higher than brand content (source).

The Value of User-generated Content 

April 7, 2020 

https://www.scribd.com/document/349976485/mary-meeker-s-2017-internet-trends-report


At this time, “UGC” sources fall into four main categories

Types of UGC

DMOsReal People Tourism Businesses Creative Communities

Past visitors Residents Social Media 
Influencers

Filmmakers & 
photographersCelebrities

April 7, 2020 



1. Use the search bar on Instagram to input a relevant term. Look at the results under Places and 
Tags. Places will show you all the content that is geo-tagged from a certain location, while Tags 
will give you a list of hashtags relevant to your search term. Think beyond official hashtags to all 
the combinations that people might use. You can tell how active each tag is by reading the 
number of posts beside each one. 

2. Keep a list of commonly used location tags and hashtags. Check these regularly. 
3. In the mobile app, use the save function (it appears as a flag at the bottom right of each post) to 

organize content into collections.

Finding content to reshare using Instagram
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Location hashtag Visit California hashtag Geo-locations tags Posts your tagged in
or your hashtag 

Finding content to reshare using Instagram

April 7, 2020 



It is always best practice to ask the creator before you re-share his or her images, videos or stories. It builds 
goodwill and creates a connection between you and the person who owns the content. Use your organization’s 
account to send a message to people in a friendly tone, asking permission to share their content with credit to 
them. Consider a variation of the below copy (depending on the social channel) and always wait for a “yes” reply 
before sharing the content.

“Hi @InsertUserHandle, we love this photo! Would you mind if we shared it on our own Instagram account with 
credit to you?”

Once permission has been granted, use a downloading service like www.gramsave.com to download the original 
images.

Ask permission to re-share content

April 7, 2020 



Crowdriff

• Crowdriff is a tool that makes it simple to 
gain permission to re-use assets, and also 
stores images that you have permission to 
use in a library.

• Repository of all rights-approved imagery 
allowing for easy access. 

• Place to source images from photographers, 
influencers, visitors and locals 

April 7, 2020 April 7, 2020 



Additional social resources



Facebook/Instagram: 
■ COVID-19 Business Resource Hub
■ Facebook Travel Guide
■ Facebook Restaurants Guide
■ Facebook Retail Guide
■ Instagram during COIVD-19

Twitter: 
■ Brand communications in time of crisis
■ Essential people to follow during COVID-19 outbreak

Pinterest:
■ March Crisis Guide

Google: 
● Restaurant Industry Tips

Social Media General 
■ Ideal Image Sizes for All Channels
■ Social Copy and Character Counts

Additional social resources

https://www.facebook.com/business/boost/resource
https://content.fb.com/n/Q0fB0HV0Pb1DJnHT720GST0
https://content.fb.com/n/g90HSHD0J10TVB07Pn02EfT
https://content.fb.com/n/VHVFn027fT0B100PDSJTaH0
https://content.fb.com/n/P020Hn7PDV0T1S0f0HwBTJ1
https://blog.twitter.com/en_us/topics/company/2020/Brand-communications-in-time-of-crisis.html
https://www.forbes.com/sites/abrambrown/2020/03/14/coronavirus-the-most-essential-people-on-twitter-to-follow-during-the-covid-19-outbreak/
https://business.pinterest.com/en/blog/how-to-communicate-with-pinners-in-a-time-of-crisis
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/consumer-insights/restaurant-marketing-strategy/
https://buffer.com/library/ideal-image-sizes-social-media-posts
https://sproutsocial.com/insights/social-media-character-counter/


Appendix A: Social 101



Facebook Specs
Specs:
Image
● 16:9 Landscape (recommended when 

sharing links) 
● 1:1 Square 
● 4:5 Vertical (in-feed max) 
● 9:16 Vertical (Stories)

Copy
Text on Image discouraged
● 40-80 characters recommended, but 

may go over 60,000
● Hashtags not recommended

Recommendations: 
Things to Do: 
● Prioritize copy, get your point across in the first 80 characters before 

text is cut off in-feed
● Video creative should move quickly, engage from :00 
● Early branding encouraged 
● Pin important news and posts to the top of your feed.
● Use geo-targeting if your message is relevant to locals, not visitors and 

vice versa. 
● Proactively reserve time to moderate comments and answer questions
● Remember your page can share reputable content from other pages if 

you don’t have the resources to develop your own. 

Things to Avoid: 
● Facebook or Instagram logos in any creative (video or still) 
● Excessive text on image
● Excessive skin, nudity, visuals that depict nudity etc
● Characters that mimic channel functionality in assets (>, Play, arrows 

etc)
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Facebook Creative Examples
Content Themes:
Information

● Answer questions
● Provide relevant updates 

Promotional 
● Locally sourced goods 
● How to support local businesses

Events
● Host and promote virtual events 

Customer Service
● Monitor for 

comments/questions
● Utilize Facebook Groups or 

Messenger to communicate

April 7, 2020 



Twitter Specs
Specs:
Image
● Single image: 1,200 x 675 pixels
● Multiple images: 1,200 x 675 pixels
● Links with an image: 800 x 418 pixels

Copy
● Recommended 70-100 characters
● Max 280 characters (excluding handles 

and link text) 

Recommendations: 
Things to Do: 
● Provide useful and relevant links sources of news
● Include a visual with your tweet. If promoting a link make sure preview 

image is populated.
● Include relevant hashtags that are trending to reach new audiences
● Tie into popular/established hashtags when it is appropriate for your 

brand
● Use Retweets  to share messages you can verify within your own 

community and news that relates to product you own. 
● As Twitter is a news channel, be judicious in what you select to RT. 

Make sure it’s true and relevant to your destination. 
● Keep news updates short, direct and timely. 
● Proactively reserve time to address replies and mentions. 

Things to Avoid: 
● Overusing hashtags
● Constantly retweeting others

April 7, 2020 



Twitter Creative Examples
Content Themes:
Information

● Answer questions
● Provide relevant 

updates 
Promotional 

● Locally sourced goods 
● How to support local 

businesses
Levity

● If aligned with your 
brand, distraction and 
positivity in line with 
channel tone (gifs etc)

April 7, 2020 



Instagram Creative Examples
Content Themes:
Escapism 

● Beautiful moments to 
take you away from it 
all

Promotional 
● Locally sourced goods 
● How to support local 

businesses
Engaging

● Digital experiences to 
replace lost in-person 
ones

Planning
● Provide future planning 

resources 

April 7, 2020 



Instagram Specs
Specs:
Image
● 16:9 Landscape 
● 1:1 Square 
● 4:5 Vertical (in-feed max) 
● 9:16 Vertical (Stories)

Copy
● Text on Image discouraged
● Post text will cut off after 125 

characters, but may go up to 2,200 
characters 

● 5-10 hashtags recommended, 30 
hashtag limit

Recommendations: 
Things to Do: 

● Video creative should move quickly, engage from :00 
● Early branding encouraged in paid ads
● Use the stories feature to share relevant links. They will disappear after 24 

hours unless you have added them to your highlights.
● Only use the feed to share content that you would want on your channel 

long-term.
● Proactively reserve time to reply to comments on your posts and in your 

inbox.
● Some people will look more to Instagram for escapism during this time. 

Things to Avoid: 
● Facebook or Instagram logos in any creative (video or still) 
● Excessive text on image (20%) 
● Excessive skin, nudity, visuals that depict nudity etc
● Characters that mimic platform functionality in assets (>, Play, arrows etc)

Video Keyframes: 
● No text in video thumbnails/keyframes 
● Keyframe size should match video size 

April 7, 2020 

https://www.instagram.com/p/B9zcXr-HC6P/


Pinterest Specs
Specs:
Image
● Pin size may vary
● Recommended: 2:3 aspect ratio, or 

1000 x 1500 pixels

Copy
Text on Image encouraged
Supporting Copy: 

● Title: 50-60 characters visible. Up to 
100 characters possible.

● Description: Up to 500 characters. 
Not visible in ad, use for SEO/search 
value.

Recommendations:
Things To Do: 

● Pin Titles: Should be clear, strong call to action
○ Encourage a user to click/show value. 
○ What will they get when they visit the site?

● Pin Descriptions: Are visible once a user clicks to open the pin
○ Use for SEO/Search 
○ Consider search habits and provide user-friendly description 

of the Pin/content it links to.  
○ “Who loves dessert?” vs “Delicious and easy chocolate 

cake recipe”
● Copy on image encouraged. 

○ Duplicate headline or create a similar one on image 
○ Big, bold text. 

● Include logo and/or brand name. 
● Multiple dominant colors. 
● Images with fewer people and without faces perform better.

April 7, 2020 



Pinterest Creative Examples
Content Themes:
Informational 

● Provide value to 
consumers asking real 
questions 

● Ways to travel without 
leaving home 

● Planning or rebooking 
tips

Planning
● Provide future planning 

resources 
Promotional 

● Locally sourced goods 
● How to support local 

businesses



Pinterest Trends Tool
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Thank you

This guide has been prepared by Destination Think, ICUC Social and Mering for Visit California with permission to distribute within California. The contents are subject to copyright. This 
guide has been developed from insights and trends identified in March 2020


